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Abstract

Temporal action localization for untrimmed videos is a
difficult problem in computer vision. It is challenge to in-
fer the start and end of activity instances on small-scale
datasets covering multi-view information accurately. In this
paper, we propose an effective activity temporal localization
and classification method to localize the temporal bound-
aries and predict the class label of activities for natural-
istic driving. Our approach includes (i) a distraction be-
havior recognition and localization method in naturalistic
driving videos on small-scale data sets, (ii) a strategy that
uses multi-branch network to make full use of information
from different channels, (iii)a post-processing method for
selecting and correcting temporal range to ensure that our
system finds accurate boundaries. In addition, the frame-
level object detection information is also utilized. Extensive
experiments prove the effectiveness of our method and we
rank the 6th on the Test-A2 of the 6th AI City Challenge
track 3.

1. Introduction

The AI City Challenge Workshop at CVPR 2022 will
specifically focus on problems in two domains where there
is tremendous unlocked potential at the intersection of com-
puter vision and artificial intelligence - The Intelligent Traf-
fic Systems (ITS), and the brick and mortar retail business
[4]. We mainly discuss Naturalistic Driving Action Recog-
nition issue on track 3.

Distracted driving is extremely dangerous, and it is es-
timated that 8 people are killed every day in the United
States as a result of it [4]. Naturalistic driving research and
computer vision methods are now providing a much-needed
answer for identifying and removing distracted driving be-
havior on the road. However, a lack of labels, as well as
low data quality and resolution, have posed challenges in
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Figure 1. An action instance of adjusting control panel. Note that
dataset provided synthetic naturalistic data of the driver collected
from multiple camera localizations inside the vehicle.

extracting insights from data about the driver in the actual
world. Naturalistic driving studies serve as an important
platform for investigating real-time driver behavior. They
detect all of the driver’s actions in the traffic environment,
including those concerning tiredness or distracted driving.
In track 3, which provides synthetic naturalistic data of the
driver collected from multiple camera localizations inside
the vehicle. The aim is to detect the temporal segments
of the distracted behavior executed by the driver, as shown
in Figure 1. This task is a Temporal Action Localization
(TAL) and activity classification problem.

The dataset contains 90 videos (about 14 hours in total)
captured from 15 drivers performing each of 18 different
tasks, such as making a phone call, eating, and returning, in
random order. When working with datasets, the following
challenges were encountered: (1) The scale of the dataset
was too small, while there are too many behavior categories,
resulting in insufficient diversity of behavior samples; (2)
Some behaviors have a large pause during the occurrence,
causing slight interference in recognition; (3) Water bottles,
mobile phones, food and other objects related to behavior
recognition are not labeled.

According to the characteristics of this dataset and eval-
uation requirements (such as the prohibition of using ex-
ternal data to train models, etc.), we propose a naturalistic
driving behavior recognition method based on multi-view
natural driving videos. In order to solve the above prob-
lems, we adopted the following strategies:(1) To expand
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the number of training samples, the video is cropped into
overlapping segments. Making predictions by the action
recognition network at the video clip level can improve the
accuracy of the model. (2) the accuracy of action recog-
nition networks is not high enough, and misclassification
often occur, which results in some proposals being inaccu-
rate or filtered out. We use a temporal localization network
to generate a series of candidate segments to complement
the temporal proposals caused by missing detections. (3)
frame-level object detections of detection network, such as
bottles, mobile phones, etc., can also provide some useful
suggestions for activity prediction. We use the pre-training
model on the COCO dataset [18] to detect objects without
further fine tuning. By fusing the multi-branch proposals,
through a series of post-processing methods, the required
accuracy can be achieved. Finally, our result achieves an
F1 score of 29.05% on the test set, which is less than 5 per-
centage points away from the best result in track 3 of this
year [29].

In summary, our paper has the following contributions:
1. Based on the naturalistic driving action recognition

task of AI City Challenge, we propose a distraction behav-
ior recognition and localization method in naturalistic driv-
ing videos, which well solves the problem of accurate tem-
poral localization on small-scale data sets. In this evalua-
tion, we win the 6th place on the on the Test-A2 of track
3.

2. We adopted a two-stage training recognition network,
which is a strategy to identify different behaviors from dif-
ferent perspectives, based only on small-scale datasets.

3. We apply a temporal localization network to ob-
tain more candidate segments, which solves the problem of
missing proposals due to misclassification.

4. In order to accurately correct the localization bound-
aries, we try to integrate the information of object and
body. This information is fused through a series of post-
processing strategies, so as to further improve the perfor-
mance of our method.

2. Related Work
Action recognition networks. Two-stream ConvNet

[9, 27] is a classical architecture which combines two
modalities of optical flow information and RGB informa-
tion. SlowFast [8] designs two pathways to operate at differ-
ent framerates. The slow-fast-pathway enables the model to
capture semantic information and rapidly changing motion
with high time efficiency and accuracy. TSM [15], which
only utilizes 2D convolution and moves the feature chan-
nels along the temporal dimension, achieves strong tem-
poral modeling ability. These methods are based on con-
volutional neural network, which easily lead to over fitting
when there are too few training samples. Another series of
methods are based on the skeleton modality, which mainly

use graph to model the human body and classify actions
by graph convolution network. ST-GCN [32] is a success-
ful application of spatial-temporal graph convolution net-
work for skeleton-based action recognition. But all the
GCN methods [5,30,32] have problems of robustness to in-
put noise and data generalization. To solve these problems,
PoseC3D [7] is proposed which achieves good performance
by using a small 3D convolution network with the pseudo
image generated according to the skeleton information as
input. However, PoseC3D is also affected by the noise in
skeleton information. When the human body in the video is
occluded, the skeleton detection result will contain a lot of
noise, which is not conducive to action recognition. Differ-
ent from the above methods, Transformer [1, 6, 34], a new
paradigm based on self-attention mechanism, has attracted
more and more attention. Inspired by Transformer, Ze Liu
et al. proposed Video Swin Transformer [20], which ex-
tends the attention of spatial domain to spatial-temporal do-
main on the basis of Swin Transformer [21] and achieves
the state-of-the-art performance. In practice, Video Swin
Transformer can achieve better results with a small amount
of training data than other methods.

Temporal action localization. As one of the most im-
portant contents of video understanding, the current works
of Temporal Action Localization (TAL) mainly focus on
the extraction of temporal proposals. R-C3D [31] draws
lessons from the idea of Fast-RCNN [11] in object detec-
tion, and uses a whole set of pipelines of proposal genera-
tion, proposal-wise pooling and final prediction. Similarly,
TURN [10] also adopts anchor mechanism, aggregates clip-
level features from short video units, and carries out tem-
poral coordinate regression at the unit level. BSN [17] is
carried out from bottom to top. It first locates the bound-
ary of the action, then combines the boundary nodes into
proposals, and finally evaluates its confidence based on the
characteristics of proposal level. BMN [16] and DBG [13]
are two improved versions of BSN. They mainly solve the
shortcomings of BSN, such as low efficiency, insufficient
semantic information and multi-stage architecture, but they
are not completely end-to-end. AFSD [14] is a new end-
to-end anchor free model. It draws lessons from anchor-
free methods in object detection, takes I3D as the backbone,
and introduces boundary pooling and boundary consistency
learning, which further improves the efficiency of the algo-
rithm. On the premise of scene consistency, AFSD algo-
rithm can achieve good results in action detection in long
videos.

Object detection and keypoint detection. In the video
action recognition task, there exist actions that usually in-
clude two or more objects. At this time, using object de-
tection algorithm to detect objects to assist action recog-
nition is an effective means. At present, object detection
algorithms have made great progress. One-stage and multi-
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Figure 2. The overview of our approach. The whole architecture contains three branches, namely detection branch, action recognition
branch and temporal localization branch. The green blocks together constitute the post-processing module.

stage methods both have their own advantages and disad-
vantages. The one-stage methods [19,25] are more efficient
and faster, but usually has poor accuracy. While the two-
stage or multi-stage methods [2, 11, 23, 26] are inefficient,
the detection accuracy is high. In order to obtain higher ac-
curacy, this paper uses DetectoRS [23] as the object detector
to detect people and objects in distracted driving behavior.
For the mirror action, such as the behavior of left-hand and
right-hand calling, we introduce skeleton recognition infor-
mation as an aid to recognize the mirror action. HRNet [28]
is used as the keypoint detector to extract the position infor-
mation of head joint points, and compare the relative posi-
tion relationship of objects, so as to distinguish the mirror
behaviors.

At present, a lot of progress has been made in the re-
search of temporal action localization. Most existing TAL
models rely on anchor-base [31], anchor-free or actionness-
guided [17] localization methods. They generate anchor
windows or action proposals, which are capable of roughly
delineating the behavior in the video. The current best re-
sult [34] achieves 65.6% mAP at tIoU = 0.5 on THU-
MOS14 [33], but it still cannot meet the requirements of
precise temporal boundaries and accurate classification.

3. Method

3.1. Overall Architecture

According to the requirements of track 3, as well as the
small size of the training data set, the many types of behav-
ior categories, the lack of key objects and regional anno-
tations, in order to better identify and locate the distracted
behavior of drivers in natural driving videos, this paper pro-
poses a method for precise temporal localization on small-
scale data set in naturalistic driving videos, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. The whole architecture contains 4 modules namely
detection stage, action recognition stage, temporal localiza-
tion stage and post-processing.

In the action recognition module, video clips are input
to the module to be classified into predefined categories.
We used a series of post-processing methods to connect and
filter out these discontinuous clips.

In the temporal localization module, we adopt the off-
the-shelf methods AFSD [14] to obtain the temporal bound-
aries proposals of the actions.

In the detection module, every video frame is input to the
detection network to obtain a key point for person and other
objects, such as bottle, cellphone, etc. , which the person is
interacting with.

In the post-processing module, all of the results from for-
mer modules are considered and generate the final results.
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Figure 3. Action recognition module: Fine-tune separately after
the information fusion of three perspectives.

Proposals are processed using Temporal Non-Maximum
Suppression (TNMS) [22] to suppress misclassification. Fi-
nally, 18 proposal over the video temporal segment are ob-
tained.

3.2. Action recognition module

Recognition of distracted behavior of drivers in natural
driving videos requires temporal localization of behaviors
and identification of their categories in untrimmed videos
containing background and multiple behaviors. A action
recognition network model and a temporal localization net-
work model are required. This section introduces the action
recognition network model in our method.

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [12] has great ad-
vantages in extracting low-level features and visual struc-
tures, but it has limitations in modeling low-level features
with a wide range of dependencies. Different from the CNN
network, Transformer [6] is very powerful in focusing on
global information and long-range dependencies modeling.

Swin Transformer [20] is an improved model recently
proposed on the basis of Vision Transformer [1]. The struc-
ture of Swin Tranformer is shown in Figure 4 which has 4
stages in total. It not only has the ability of Transformer
to focus on global information modeling, but also uses the
method of moving windows to connect across windows so
that the model can focus on information related to adjacent
other windows. Interacting with features across windows
extends the field of perception to a certain extent, resulting
in higher efficiency. Due to a series of advantages of the
Swin Transformer, we use it as the backbone network for
behavior recognition. Swin Transformer has different types
according to the size of the models and we selected Swin-
B(ase) for the task.

Due to the small size of the data set and the limited num-
ber of behavioral samples, the training model is first trained
on all perspectives, as shown in Figure 3. We pass the data
of the three perspectives through a parameter-sharing recog-
nition network and a model with a top1 accuracy rate of
0.5322 was obtained. Obviously, this kind of accuracy does
not meet the precision requirements of this task. Consid-
ering that every action contains three different perspectives

Figure 4. Overview of swin transformer [20].

at the same time, taking full advantage of the information
from the three perspectives is essential for this task. Differ-
ent perspectives have different effects on various behavior
recognition, and different behaviors have different charac-
teristics under different perspectives. For example, some
behaviors are difficult to distinguish from the dashboard
view, but very clear from the rearview view. In order to al-
low the model to learn the features of different perspectives
in a more targeted manner on the basis of learning all video
features, we adopt a strategy of training three perspectives
separately to further improve the accuracy of the model.

3.3. Temporal Localization module

To get more accurate action temporal boundaries in the
video, which is essential in this task, we adopt a temporal
localization module. In this module, we utilize an open-
source temporal localization model [14] to obtain the tem-
poral boundaries proposals of the actions in video clips. For
a video X = {xt}Tt=1 with T frames, the temporal bound-
ary locations of its corresponding actions can be expressed
as {(ϕm, ym)}NX where NX signifies the number of action
instances in X , ϕm = (ψm, ξm) denotes the start time, end
time and ym indicates the action category.

The proposals obtained by TAL module are ambiguous,
and those obtained by the detection branch are generally
precise. To prevent them from being filtered out while as-
sisting in the screening of other more likely proposals, we
mixed it with a high confidence score into the output of the
TAL model. The output of the TAL model covers a wide
range of proposals, and TNMS [22] is the most commonly
used method to filter out the most appropriate proposals
based on confidence scores. We employ targeted strategies
based on the particularity of the dataset: (1) The interval
between different behaviors of the dataset is usually 5 to 10
seconds, we suppress proposals within 5 seconds of maxi-
mum score proposals, (2) A video contains only 18 behav-
iors, and TNMS only takes the first 18 maximum score pro-
posals.

In the action recognition module, we train 17 classes
of clips with actions together with 1 class of background
classes. In the inference phase, we are able to obtain the
likelihood of action and background class scores for each
clip. Then a threshold is set to binarize the background class
results, as shown by the yellow line in Figure 5, where the
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Figure 5. Results of proposal correcting. Black lines represent
labels, red lines represent uncorrected proposals, blue lines repre-
sent corrected proposals, and yellow lines represent background
class.

horizontal axis represents time. Here we take the average
of the background class scores in a video as the threshold.
It can be observed that background classes are detected be-
tween most of the actions.

Hence, we are able to use this information to correct the
proposals obtained from the action recognition module by
adjusting the temporal boundaries and eliminate the propos-
als which are too short in temporal domain. The specific al-
gorithm is as follows: if the start and end position is close to
the yellow line in Figure 5, move it to the yellow line; if the
interval between two proposals is too long, move the start
and end position of the proposal with a lower score closer
to the higher one. The final proposed result is shown as the
blue line in Figure 5.

3.4. Detection module

Objects that appear in a video frame, such as bottles, mo-
bile phones, etc., can provide a lot of useful information for
the recognition of activities. We input the video frame into
the detection network, and then output the bounding box of
the objects contained in the frame. This module directly
uses the pre training model on the COCO dataset [18] to
detect objects without further fine tuning.

In order to distinguish the mirror activity, such as left-
hand and right-hand phone calls, we use the public skeleton
detection model HRNet [28] to detect the driver’s key points
in the video. After getting the key points, we justify whether
the mirror activity is happened with the right hand or the
left hand through comparing the relative position between
objects and the center key point, such as the nose point.
Through this approach, we improve the action recognition
performance of left-hand and right-hand phone calls.

3.5. Post process

The aim of post-processing module of our framework is
to connect clips, get proposals of activities, and screen the
final results according to the confidence scores of these pro-
posals.

Integrate the scores of three perspectives. In order to
make the best use of the results under each perspective, a
binary weight matrix M is used to weight the scores of var-
ious actions under each perspective, it is one of the hyper-

meters that choose by experience:

M =

 1 1 1 · · · 1
0 0 0 · · · 1
0 0 1 · · · 1


3×C

=

 m1

m2

m3

 (1)

where the m1, m2, m3 are three binary vectors, represent-
ing the class weights of three perspectives respectively, and
C is the number of classes. The scores of three perspectives
are represented by

Si =


s1i
s2i

...
sNi

 =
[
s̃1i s̃2i · · · s̃Ci

]
(2)

where sni(n = 1, 2, · · · , N, i = 1, 2, 3) is the n-th clip
score of the i-th perspective in the category dimension, N
is the number of clips, and s̃ci(c = 1, 2, · · · , C, i = 1, 2, 3)
is the c-th class score of the i-th perspective in the temporal
dimension. We multiply the scores of the three perspectives
by the corresponding weight, and then take maximum as the
integrated score S′. The integration of three perspectives is
as follows:

S′ = max
i=1,2,3

(Si ⊙mi) =


max

i=1,2,3
(s1i ⊙mi)

max
i=1,2,3

(s2i ⊙mi)

...
max

i=1,2,3
(sNi ⊙mi)

 (3)

where ⊙ represents the multiplication of elements.
Then the fused scores are processed along the time di-

mension according to categories. If the mean value of
top-20 scores on the whole time axis of a category is less
than th1, then mean filtering and maximum normalization
is adopted to process the category along the time dimension.
The mean filtering is as follows:

s̃′c(j) =
1

5

j+2∑
k=j−2

s̃c(k) (4)

where the s̃c(k) is the k-th value of s̃c, and s̃′c(j) is the j-th
value of mean filtered score s̃′c. The maximum normaliza-
tion is as follows:

s̃′′c (j) =
s̃′c(k)

max(s̃′c(k))
(5)

Then use the results of key points on persons, and the object
detection results from the detection module to correct the
normalized score S′′ as follows:

Smodified = Modify(S′′,detections) (6)
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Figure 6. Fragment connection. (a) shows the clip-level linking
process; (b) shows the proposal-level linking process.

So far, the preliminary work has been completed.
Fragment connection. This step aims to associate the

clips into long proposals. We use the mean value of top-200
scores of each class as the threshold to judge whether a clip
is the class. If the interval between start frames of two same
category clips is less than dt1, the two clips are connected
to a short proposal. The empirical value of dt1 is 4 seconds.
After obtaining the compact short proposals, we conduct the
post connection to obtain the long proposal. If the interval
between two short proposals is less than dt2, we connect
the two short proposals, until there is no short proposals to
connect. The empirical value of dt2 is 8s. Now, the origi-
nal proposals P original extraction is complete. These two
processes are shown in Figure 6.

Temporal action localization correction. Based on the
results of the temporal action localization, if the IoU be-
tween a proposal P2 in the TAL results P TAL and one of
the original proposals P1 in P original is greater than th2,
replace P1 with P2. In practice, this operation is only car-
ried out for categories with confidence lower than th3.

Filtering. Inspired by the idea of NMS [22], we propose
the algorithm of priority filtering. According to the inferred
results for every clips, a category order sorted by predicted
scores can be obtained, and then we filter the proposals level
by level. When filtering, the category with highest score
determines the final location, and suppresses the proposals
of other categories in this location (multiply the score by
a coefficient less than 1). According to the time limit and
confidence score, the most confident proposal is obtained as
the final result for each action category. Consequently, we
finally obtain at most one proposal for each class, which can
improve the precision of the algorithm.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and Settings

The track 3 dataset [24] in the 6th AI City Challenge
contains 30 training videos (A1) and 30 test videos (A2)

Figure 7. Training set action duration statistics heatmap. The axis
is the action duration, from 0 to 40 seconds, and the y axis is the
class id, from 0 to 17. The warmer the color of a pixel is, the
greater the number of action for the corresponding duration and
category is.

with a length of approximately 8 minutes, a frame rate of
30 fps and a resolution of 1920 × 1080, which include 17
distracted action classes and 1 normal driving action class.
All the actions in training dataset are within 4 seconds to 38
seconds. The training dataset’s statistic heatmap is shown
as Figure 7. One action appears only once in the video.
Before training and inferring, we first sample frames from
the original videos at the 8/30 sample rate, so as to decline
the memory cost. Label annotations are generated at the
clip level. Each clip at the action time has a class label with
a length of 16 frames. The sliding step during inference is
4 frames, while the training label is generated with a fixed
step size of 8 frames to prevent over fitting. Finally, we get
8880 training samples.

For the action recognition, data from different perspec-
tives are trained separately because different behaviors have
different characteristics under different perspectives. For
example, some behaviors are difficult to distinguish from
the dashboard view, but very clear from the rearview view.
For the train phase, the training of deep learning network
needs a lot of data, but the scale of data set A1 is very small.
In order to make up for the problem of too few data sets, we
adopt a pretrain-and-finetune manner, that is, putting the
data from three perspectives together for pre training, and
then fine tuning them separately. Otherwise, training three
perspectives separately allows the model to learn the fea-
tures of different perspectives in a more targeted manner on
the basis of learning all the video features, thereby further
improving the accuracy of the model. For the pre training
process, we use a pre trained Swin Transformer model on
Kinetics-400 [3]. All training and inference processes are
conducted on four NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs.

For the temporal action localization, we train and infer
under the same hardware conditions. Similarly, we use a
pre trained I3D model on Kinetics-400 [3] as the AFSD’s
backbone and fine tune it on the training data set.
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Figure 8. Method results visualization on verification data set. The top line is the ground-truth distribution, and other lines show the method
results after processing.

4.2. Evaluation Metric

Evaluation for track 3 is measured by the F1-score as
Equation (7). In order to calculate the F1 score, when an
action is correctly recognized (matching the action id), that
is, it starts within 1 second of the action start time and ends
within 1 second of the action end time, it will be considered
as true positive (TP) action recognition. A false-positive
(FP) is an identified activity that is not a TP activity. A
false-negative (FN) activity is a ground-truth activity that is
not correctly identified.

F1− score =
2× TP

2× TP + FP + FN
(7)

4.3. Main results

In order to better simulate the data distribution of the test
set A2 and verify the effectiveness of the model, we ran-
domly selected all videos of a tester as the verification set.
The ablation on the verification set are shown as Table 1
and Table 2. The former shows the action-level precision,
recall and F1-score with different correction strategies. It
can be found that the detection module’s improvement is
not obviously, because the data set is too small. But the
TAL module significantly improves the recall from 2.9% to
11.8% and the precision from 6.7% to 28.6%. The priority
filtering is also effective to the precision, which is increased
from 28.6% to 33.3%. The Table 2 shows the ablation re-
sults on clip-level precision and recall with different recog-
nition strategies in three perspectives. Obviously, training

the data set respectively in three perspectives can further
improve the performance of the recognition module.

Swin Detection TAL Filter P(%) R(%) F1(%)

✓ 6.67 2.94 4.08
✓ ✓ 6.67 2.94 4.08
✓ ✓ ✓ 28.57 11.76 16.67
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 33.33 11.76 17.39

Table 1. Ablation on PAND with different correction strategies.

Perspective Dashboard Rearview Rightside

Metric P(%) R(%) P(%) R(%) P(%) R(%)

Together 50.4 86.1 45.9 71.3 58.8 91.3
Respective 51.4 86.6 49.3 74.1 57.3 91.4

Table 2. Ablation on recognition with different strategies.

To more intuitively show the effect of our model, the per-
formance of the model is visualized in Figure 8. It’s notice-
able that our method performs excellently in classification
precision. This is because we make full use of the results of
action recognition from three perspectives and exploit lots
of correction processes. Especially, the correction of tem-
poral action localization greatly improves the precision and
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Metric Value

Precision(%) 36.75
Recall(%) 24.02
F1-score(%) 29.05

Table 3. The result of our method on test dataset A2 [29].

recall.
The final results on test dataset A2 are shown in Table 3.

We achieve 36.75% precision, 24.02% recall and 29.05%
F1-score.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we design an architecture fused object de-

tection, keypoint detection, action recognition and temporal
action localization to detect actions in untrimmed videos,
which works well in the 6th AI City Challenge track 3 and
wins the 6th place with 29.05% F1-score [29]. Different
from the past, we use a detailed post-processing pipeline to
improve the accuracy of the model, which shows an excel-
lent performance on verification data set. Specifically, we
reuse the action recognition results to generate and modify
proposals in TAL module, which significantly improves the
precision and recall of action recognition. To get a better
precision, we filter the proposals according to the category
priority, which shows a good performance on the test data
set A2.
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